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What is Hosted
Exchange?
Today, as for many years, most businesses rely heavily

So, over the last 6-8 years, Hosted Exchange has become

on email as the primary messaging tool at the heart of

the best solution for millions of users around the world.

the business. It is something we just can’t do without.

With so many different email solutions around today,

In fact, Gartner suggests that as much as 75% of a

Exchange still leads the way with features and collaborative

company’s intellectual property exists within its email

benefits which support users working together better.

and messages applications. For almost 20 years the
world’s most popular business email solution has been

There are a number of other benefits that vary from business

Microsoft Exchange.

to business but these are some of the key reasons why
Exchange remains the number one business email solution

In recent years, as cloud computing has evolved, cloud

and why both businesses and organisations continue to go

service providers have been able to provide Hosted

hosted.

Exchange as a service which delivers all the benefits
of Exchange to your business, but without the cost of
purchasing and maintaining your own Exchange servers.
Hosted Exchange is purchased by the mailbox for a small
monthly subscription and the service is managed and
maintained by the service provider. This has particularly

Some other key benefits of going
hosted include:
Improved return on investment over

benefited small and medium sized businesses that can

in-house exchange.

now have access to corporate level technology, cost

Better productivity gains.

effectively and scale it up or down as and when they need.

What are the benefits of
Hosted Exchange?
Unfortunately, for many companies the cost of installing
and running a Microsoft Exchange Server is simply too

Enterprise class Infrastructure.
Easy integration of MS SharePoint and
Lync.
Market leading Mobile integration.
No scalability issues.

much and some just do not have enough technical

Refocus in-house IT resources.

resources in-house to do this.

24/7 technical support.
99%+ Service level agreements.

However, with Exchange being the world’s most popular
business email solution, companies want and need the

Keep up to date with latest versions.

features and benefits it offers.
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Choosing your Hosted
Exchange Provider
Today, there are so many Hosted Exchange providers that
it can be difficult to decide which way to go. Nevertheless,
the same basic principles apply as choosing any other
service. It is important to make sure they have a good
track record and a reputation for providing the service you

5 Top tips of choosing the right
Hosted Exchange provider:
Check Reviews and Speak to Clients

want, so make sure you read reviews and where possible
speak to other clients using the service.
There are some pre-requisites though that you need to
check. Make sure they are both hosted in and have UK

Confirm SLA Vs Actual Uptime
Ask for Migration Support
Check where the data is hosted

based support which you can contact easily as many
providers can be difficult to speak to quickly and easily if
you need support.
Also, make sure you check the data centres are in the
UK and that they are ISO-27001 certified. Finally, check
whether the potential provider can actually support
your migration plan with a migration manager and do
not only have guides to help you do everything yourself.
Most small migrations can be done easily but for larger
projects you will need a provider who can agree and
execute a migration plan for you. Regardless of the size,
there should always be someone to offer help wherever
you may need it.
When it comes to pricing, do not be fooled by headline
prices as these often increase by as much as 50% when
you add the features you need or if you do not have the
minimum number of users to obtain that price. Look for
a package that suits your needs where the price is easily
available.
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Confirm mail archiving period

Summary
Businesses will always rely on email until we find a

Through hosting, it is now available to every business

better way to message. Until then, it is a mission

whether you have a single user or 1000, cost

critical service.

effectively and easy to adopt.

Outsourcing, although scary in prospect for some,

So when it comes to business email, Hosted Exchange

has become the most tried and tested method

is still the natural choice.

of gaining access to secure and reliable business
grade email over the last few years and that will
continue according to Microsoft and industry
analyst Gartner.
Among all of the business email solutions available,
Microsoft Exchange continues to lead the way for
user numbers and continues to develop as a true
enterprise class solution.

Cloud4 Computers is a leading provider of Cloud Computing, Business Mobility and IT Solutions in the UK
and abroad since 2009. With over 15 years of technical and commercial experience, our main focus is to deliver
reliable and effective Cloud Solutions to any business, charity or public sector organisation. Realising that no
business or organisation is the same, Cloud4 Computers offers unique solutions fitting your specific needs and
requirements along with high level support.
Contact a team member today to get more
information about Cloud Solutions and determine
which Cloud Service would best fit your needs

Helpline: 0845 862 0263
enquiries@cloud4computers.co.uk

and requirements
Connect with us on:
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